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I took a look at its thickness and sympathized. Later I began to develop a more than passing interest in World
War II, to the point where I now consider myself an amateur historian in my own right. Though this is a long
book, it actually is very tightly written, as must be any text that focuses on the entire war D-Day is given two
small chapters, for example. Yet it is far from superficial. After reading it one feels that he has much more
than a surface understanding of what happened and why. Leckie also accurately gives most of the credit for
winning the war in Europe to the Russians, a point of view which all serious historians recognize, but one that
is given short shrift in the West. The difficult to explain Pacific Campaign is also handled masterfully. There
are other books that explain these events in greater detail, but few that make the deeper causes and
consequences so accessible to the non-historian. A truly great book and one that must be read by even those
with a casual interest in the topic. This is and absolute must for any WWII buff. Monumental task eloquently
done By Thomas Moody on Sep 21, An extremely courageous undertaking Robert Leckie, however, pulls it
off marvelously and earns his reputation as a "masterful historian" with this epic work. Starting at Versaille
following the dreadful end of World War I and ending on the deck of the Missouri battleship for the formal
Japanese surrender, this account in over pages of extremely small type covers all the major details with
surprising comprehensiveness while at the same time not sacrificing that important readability component.
The post WWI German and Italian economies are the main impetus for the development of Fascism and
Leckie develops this plot with wonderful biographies of Mussolini and Hitler The English and French make
little attempt at interdiction and Hitler is off on his dillusional nationalism The Japanese rise and ultimate
invasion of Pearl Harbor are integrated as well and the reader really gets a true feeling of the coming of war.
The Allied invasion of Europe and the "island hopping" in the Pacific are discussed in full military detail
again, just the right amount as are the many first hand soldier accounts of those battles that add depth and
immediacy. The highlights of this work in my opinion are the fall of the Third Reich and the subsequent Hitler
suicide; the American homefront and what it meant to a struggling American economy; the Normandy
invasions and subsequent breakout and, finally, a completely comprehensive and disturbing summary of the
Holocaust. Leckie adroitly mixes details with his amazing story-telling ability that leaves the reader with a
pleasingly full knowledgable experience. I give this a very high recommendation. Tries to do too much for a
single volume By Dana Flood on Jan 15, Leckie has a daunting task - attempt a write a comprehensive
single-volume history of the Second World War. By and large, he succeeds partially by shrinking the font size
down so the book clocks in at around pages instead of the or so it would be if it were normal pitch size. The
book depends greatly on primary sources. Most battles are described from both a strictly academic standpoint
and from the journals of those who participated. This lends a human element to what could be a dry story. You
realize that the players on all sides of the conflict were human beings with hopes and dreams of their own.
Unfortunately, the book is biased towards the Pacific theater. There are seven chapters on Guadalcanal, for
example, while Operation Torch gets virtually no mention. The only description we have of the invasion of
North Africa comes as a journal entry from an infantryman. No discussion of the battleship duel between the
Massachusets and the Jean-Bart, no details of the logistical constraints, just one simple journal entry. Overall,
despite its few shortcomings, it is a good single-volume history of the war. If you are looking for a
broad-brush history of the war, read this. Reiss on Dec 19, Robert Leckie is one of the best authors of popular
history writing today. He has written several history books that read almost like novels about various aspects
of American history. This is, I believe, the first book he wrote that later evolved in that series of books. It
includes detailed briefs on the major personalities in the War F. The accounts let you know how their lives
were shaped, which leads to how they later shaped World War Two. Leckie later did the same things with his
othe r historys. He is unashemedly American in his outlook, but not afraid to critize either. The title of this
book "Delievered from Evil" should give that away. Leckie is not afraid to call it such either. All in all, a great
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book to have. Leckie does paraphrase a lot from other sources, and there are minor errors in the book. But his
is one of the few comprehensive works on WWII that deals with the war against Japan in more detail than the
dominant Europe-centered publications. This book can be considered a popular history of the war, and many
scholars have tended to dismiss popular works, but for students looking for a starting point in their study of the
war, or readers with a general interest of it, few books are better than this one. In particular, I was impressed
how, in a book of such vast scope, Robert Leckie is careful to include the experiences of ordinary soldiers and
civilians, as well as mini-biographies of most of the major politicians and generals involved. An ambitious
undertaking, well executed. To his credit, he pulled it off most admirably and cemented his already
noteworthy credentials as a military historian. Leckie takes his reader on a more or less chronological tour
through the World War II era beginning with the immediate post-Versailles years and offering insightful
biographical sketches of key figures like Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, Churchill, etc. The book is divided into well
over short chapters maybe pages on average , each on a relatively discreet facet of the war, whether that is a
specific person or a campaign. Leckie draws heavily on a host of primary and secondary source materials,
some more creditworthy than others, to weave a narrative that is both engaging and smooth-flowing. As well
done as this volume is, I had a few minor "beefs" with it. First, the author is prone to editorialize a bit much
for my taste as a reader of history, often with a biting sarcasm that would be better expressed in another
medium. Second, the author spends far more ink than is appropriate on Guadalcanal, giving it six chapters
versus only one two for other major campaigns like the Battle of the Bulge. This is somewhat excusable since
the author fought there and this battle was a significant part of his own experience, but this exhibits too much
personal bias for a history book. Lastly, the narrative ends abruptly with the surrender of Japan, while offering
no wrap-up discussion about the immediate results of this greatest of human wars. Overall, for anyone wanting
to get a solid overview of World War II and its major personalities, you will be hard pressed to find a better
book than this one. Hard to say enough good things about this book By R. M Connors on Mar 10, I heartily
agree with the other reviewers: After I had finsihed it, my 13 year old son picked it up and devoured it cover to
cover in less than two weeks. Great Read By Jmarino on Aug 04, When I first gained an interest in history it
was this book that hooked me for the long haul. The prose is so compelling there were times I thought I was
reading a work of fiction. Roberts on May 26, This book was recommended to me by a survivor of a Jewish
lady who survived a German Concentration Camp who has become a dear friend. Am glad did as I found I one
of the best "history books" I have read. Although the Winds of War and War and War and Remembrance were
pretty good novels about the war as well. Anyway, I recommend this book to anyone who wants an slightly
different perspective to WWII the author is not and American. Brilliant narrative of WWII. By James Reilly
Jr. His narrative of WWII is absolutely engrossing, weaving personal profiles, anecdotes, quotes and scholarly
research into a coherent whole. A must read for anyone interested in the 2nd World War. Five Stars By W. A
very engrossing read! Good reading, but long for college students By Santos Jaimes on Feb 10, If you are a
college student you might find this book way too long, so go for another source. However, if you consider
yourself a history lover then this print will certainly more than entertain you. Highly recommended for those
interested in WWII battles. Got exactly what I was told I would! Big ass book, minimal amount of damage.
Would buy from the seller again! Five Stars By David on Jul 06, started this book in high school never finshed
it As described re condition and is in very good condition. Appears to be an easily readable By Robert L.
Pendergast on Oct 25, As described re condition and is in very good condition. Appears to be an easily
readable. The book is about three inches thick: Add a Book Review Book Summary: The title of this book is
Delivered from Evil: This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by Harper Perennial
and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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To ask other readers questions about Delivered from Evil, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about Delivered
from Evil Another of my favorite books and writers. Of the many one volume histories of WWII this is one of the best. A
concise account of the events of the war along with.

Perched atop the hill is The post is constructed of rebar-enforced cement and stone, with four openings
overlooking a large portion of central Okinawa, affording a clear view out to sea. Complete with trench
defenses and an underground cave, the Japanese army built the observation post as part its extensive defensive
network. Looking out, the impact of the war feels shockingly tangible. Perhaps most surprising, this particular
location was recorded by the ancient Ryukyu Royal Government as a sacred place of prayer,
Kishimako-no-taki, some years before the war. Parts of the trail are still walkable, though about 50 percent is
currently under renovation. The observation post is in the middle of this trail, accessible by starting at the trail
opening from Nakagusuku Castle, or via highway 29, closest landmark is the Okinawa Fire Academy.
Designed as a series of semi-circular tunnels meters 1, feet in length that could sustain 4, people, the
headquarters was dug out with shovels and picks by soldiers and civilians, nearly all by then living on
starvation rations. Touring these tunnels is a profoundly somber experience. Based in a cave network, they
worked in wretched conditions, living in miserable and dirty wards, experiencing the horrifying reality of
wounded and dying soldiers. Assigned to work as nurse assistants, they cared for the injured around the clock,
braved bombardment and gunfire carrying water and food to patients and hospital staff and burying the dead.
In its dedication address, the Himeyuri Alumnae Foundation described the fate of the students once Japanese
defense of Okinawa became untenable. Suddenly dismissed on June 18, , "the students had nowhere to go
under the U. Of the students, perished. Visitors are encouraged to observe a moment of silence or prayer for
the students. Many offer flowers in dedication. Known for his intimate portrayals of frontline conditions and
stories of the hardships faced by American troops, American war correspondent Ernie Pyle was killed in
combat on Ie Shima. The Okinawa American Legion and a small detachment of Marines stationed on the
island hold an annual memorial service in April. Known as 1, Man Cave, local residents hid in its four large
chambers during the three months of fighting. I visited the cave with a U. Even on the sunniest of days, the
internal chambers were dim and dreary, the sandy floor and coral rock walls cool and wet from the ebbing
tide. The din of war and destruction, far from this tranquility and peace, was absolutely unimaginable.
Christopher Dong is a freelance-writer based in Okinawa.
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Delivered from Evil: The Saga of World War II by Robert Leckie A one-volume history that makes excellent use of
first-person testimonies. "A first-class popular history of the war, lively, entertaining, and continuously informative."

Kinkaid , with whom he had three sons: Manning , Thomas K. Kimmel and Edward R. Kimmel was also
appointed Commander in Chief, U. These critics asserted that Kimmel constantly revisited minute tasks he
had done previously when he could have delegated the work to others. I feel that a surprise attack submarine,
air, or combined on Pearl Harbor is a possibility, and we are taking immediate practical steps to minimize the
damage inflicted and to ensure that the attacking force will pay. Naval Air Station Midway was commissioned
in August after the completion of runways and support structures, and a Marine garrison assigned shortly
afterwards. Because of these missions both aircraft carriers were not in Pearl Harbor during the later Japanese
attack. Layton related that during the attack: Kimmel stood by the window of his office at the submarine base ,
his jaw set in stony anguish. As he watched the disaster across the harbor unfold with terrible fury, a spent. It
brushed the admiral before it clanged to the floor. It cut his white jacket and raised a welt on his chest. At the
time he was planning and executing retaliatory moves, including an effort to relieve and reinforce Wake Island
that could have led to an early clash between American and Japanese carrier forces. Vice Admiral William S.
King at that time Commander in Chief, U. Roosevelt to investigate the attack determined that Kimmel and his
counterpart, Army Lieutenant General Walter Short , were guilty of errors of judgment and dereliction of duty
in the events leading up to the attack. Kimmel defended his decisions at several hearings, testifying that
important information had not been made available to him. Kimmel retired early in , and worked for the
military contractor Frederic R. Kimmel died at Groton, Connecticut , on May 14, The Kimmel family at the
time was informed that Manning had gone down with his ship. Though it was widely believed that Manning
Kimmel died on board his boat, several sources including Admiral Ralph Waldo Christie , commander of
submarine operations at Fremantle at the time stated after the war that Manning was one of a handful of
survivors from his submarine, having been swept overboard as the boat sank after hitting a mine. Manning
was captured by the Japanese and with several other survivors was pushed into a ditch, doused with gasoline
and burned alive by his Japanese captors, who were enraged over a recent American air attack. Japanese
military forces enjoyed clear superiority in training, equipment, experience and planning over the Americans.
The extent to which Kimmel himself bore responsibility for the unreadiness of his Pacific Fleet has been a
matter of debate. Some, such as submarine Captain Edward L. Layton argued Kimmel had not been provided
complete information and that Kimmel deployed the few reconnaissance resources at his disposal in the most
logical way, given the available information. Kimmel, thinking the main threat to the fleet was sabotage, kept
much of the fleet in port and did not place the fleet on alert. As a result, we would have lost many ships in
deep water and also thousands more in lives. A Pentagon study concluded other high-ranking officers were
also responsible for the failure at Pearl Harbor but did not exonerate Kimmel. On May 25, , the United States
Senate , by a vote of 52â€”47, passed a non-binding resolution to exonerate Kimmel and Short and requested
that the President of the United States posthumously restore both men to full rank. The film Tora!
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Get this from a library! Delivered from evil: the saga of World War II. [Robert Leckie] -- This political and military history
of World War II traces the global conflict from its origins in the s and s to Japan's final surrender in

Army chief of staff during World War II. Any number of journalists and historians have written from one or
another of these vantage points. Occasionally someone can adroitly combine two. Very rarely does a writer,
popular or academic, meld the three into a coherent whole. Still it is just that sort of comprehensive work that
military historian Robert Leckie attempts in his history of World War II. To reduce the chore, he has all but
eliminated or overly simplified the geopolitical factors that drove the war. The result is a history that is
distended, one that gives too much credit to field commanders like Eisenhower and too little to the staff
officers like the almost forgotten Brehon Somervell, a master of military procurement, and Leslie McNair, the
man who trained the 8. Understandably, mobilization and armament are complex and not very sexy, but
considering that the United States did serve as "the arsenal of democracy," the subject surely deserves serious
review in a comprehensive history. When Leckie does turn to the geopolitical, his work seems skewed by a
consuming dislike of the left. He asserts it was "leftists" who weakened the will of France to fight in , ignoring
the fact that collaborationist leaders like Laval were rightists in their politics while the Communists played a
significant part in the Resistance. Similarly, he buys into the Yalta myth, that Stalin put one over on Churchill
and Roosevelt. By mid and the conference at Quebec, Roosevelt and Churchill were frankly discussing the
great-power spheres of influence they knew would grow up with the end of hostilities. There are problems too
in what might be called balance. True, the battle for the island of Guadalcanal in the South Pacific was a
crucial blooding of American troops, but no historian with a true world view can rate it more important than
the far larger, longer and pivotal battle of Stalingrad. Still Leckie accords the island struggle no less than 90
pages and Stalingrad just There has long been a need for a judicious one-volume history of World War II.
Unfortunately, it is not. Perhaps Leckie chose an impossible task. Like the war itself, the bibliography of
World War II books is too large, one suspects, to be distilled into a single volume. Especially when the author
cannot put aside the nationalistic prejudices that war fostered.
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item 2 Delivered from Evil: Saga of World War Two by Leckie, Robert Hardback Book The - Delivered from Evil: Saga of
World War Two by Leckie, Robert Hardback Book The $ Free shipping.

Marines in Wartime Melbourne It brings together Australian and American historiography of the Pacific War
and includes: Marine Corps; films and television programs depicting the War; and, oral histories and memoirs
of both Australian and American combatants. It does not provide a comprehensive bibliography of World War
II; rather, it has been compiled to provide a guide for students, teachers and exhibition attendees who are
interested in learning more about how the war shaped relationships between Australians and Americans. Key
Texts Books and articles Beaumont, J. Allen and Unwin, Oxford University Press, Melbourne in Wartime Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1st edn. The Awakening Giant Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, At Peleliu and Okinawa Annapolis, Md.: Naval Institute Press, 1st edn The Pacific United States:
Band of Brothers United States: Selmur Productions, Daves, D. Universal International Pictures, RKO Radio
Pictures, Sunflower University Press, Melbourne University Press, Hersey, John, Into the Valley: A
Skirmish of the Marines London: Hodder and Stoughton, Bearing Witness to Modern War London: Angus
and Robertson, Naval Institute Press, The Yanks in the Pacific Philadelphia: Fontana Books, 1st edn. Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Bantam, 1st published Books, Articles and Theses Adams, M. John Hopkins
University Press, The Free Press, University of Western Australia Press, The MCC Library, Princeton
University Press, Cambridge University Press, A Question of National Identity Sydney: University Press of
Kentucky, Pacific Theatre of Operations New York: Rutgers University Press, Observations by American
Diplomats St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, Starvation Island New York: Pearl Harbour to
Guadalcanal Washington, Weybright and Talley, Stein and Day, Damousi, Joy and M. Lake eds , Gender
and War: Australians at War in the Twentieth Century, Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, , Harper and
Row, The American War Film: Military Forces in Australia, â€” St Lucia: University Of Queensland, End of
Innocence Sydney: Infantry Journal Press, A History of the Marines on Guadalcanal Boston: Houghton
Mifflin and Co. Americans in Australia â€” St Lucia: New perspectives on the home front, - Penglase, J.
Memories of the Second World War St. America at War, â€” New York: The American Impact on Australia
Melbourne: Van der Vat, D.
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Book Summary: The title of this book is Delivered from Evil: The Saga of World War II and it was written by Robert
Leckie. This particular edition is in a Paperback format. This particular edition is in a Paperback format.
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Delivered from Evil: The Saga of World War II: The First Complete One-Volume History by Robert Leckie and a great
selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at racedaydvl.com

Chapter 8 : Robert Leckie (author) - Wikipedia
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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Delivered from evil: the saga of World War II User Review - Not Available - Book Verdict. A one-volume retelling of
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World War II may seem a dubious proposition, but this veteran writer of popular history has done an outstanding job.
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